
PRINCIPLES OF WRITING A GOOD UNIT TEST

Good written tests are assets while badly written tests are burden to your application. In this tutorial, we will learn unit
testing FIRST principles that can help make.

Here, my main goal is to show you how can we set some test data for the test cases. All the data needed for a
test should be arranged as part of the test. In these cases, feel free to use mock objects. It is not possible to
reuse the ActuateLights bool motionDetected method to switch any light other than the one in the backyard.
You must automate any setup your test requires â€” even do not rely on existence of database and pre-cooked
data. A test should either pass all the time or fail until fixed. You can use review processes or even automated
tools to reject code without sufficient tests. Impurity and Testability Uncontrolled non-determinism and side
effects are similar in their destructive effects on the codebase. From the unit testing perspective, this is great;
the method is now deterministic i. Any test should run in any order; so avoid dependencies between the tests.
You could pass in a Random class into the constructor and stub it out. As mentioned earlier, a good place to
look for more information on this subject, writing unit tests in general, and much more, have a look at the
Clean Code book. They should avoid making HTTP requests, talking to files or a database, or getting user
interaction. Guideline 6: Test results, not implementation Successful unit testing requires writing tests that
would only fail in case of an actual error or requirement change. We will see that writing unit tests and
generating testable code is not just about making testing less troublesome, but about making the code itself
more robust, and easier to maintain. Tests for large values - overflow and underflow errors for data types like
integer. Self-validating: Each test has a single assert, which will determine whether the test passes or fails. To
solve this issue, we can introduce another argument, again delegating the responsibility of providing a
DateTime value to the caller of a new method with signature ActuateLights bool motionDetected, DateTime
dateTime. The less dependencies, the better The best dependency is no dependency. If a fake is created for a
specific class, then when that class adds a new method, nothing needs to change in the test. It's in your code. If
the test fails, then the method is not working correctly or the test is set up wrong â€” and nothing else.
However, this is not always the case. In this unit testing tutorial, I intend to demonstrate that unit tests are
quite easy; the real problems that complicate unit testing, and introduce expensive complexity, are a result of
poorly-designed, untestable code. Tests that run quickly are crucial so that when you have thousands of them
you have rapid feedback. If unit tests are slow, developers are more likely to skip running them on their own
machines. You can find me on Facebook , Twitter and Google Plus. A test like this was not possible before
refactoring. Arrange This step builds the necessary state for your test case. We could spend a lot of time trying
to fix the SmartHomeController to no avail, only to realize that the problem was caused by a bug in the
BackyardLightSwitcher or, even funnier, a burned out lightbulb!


